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14 [314].
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2nd [102].
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[316]. bending [776, 253]. between
[208, 987, 753, 382, 23, 582, 773, 461, 243].
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billiards [366]. BIM [971]. binary [140].
binomial [937]. Biologically [866].
biomechanical [703, 747]. biomechanics
[188]. blend [948]. blend-trees [948].
blending [477, 721, 341, 580, 13, 11, 667].
blendshape [458]. blendshapes [231].
Blob [88]. Blob-based [88]. blood
[641, 525]. blooming [651]. Board [441].
bodies [790, 230, 225, 628]. body
[9, 675, 416, 606, 219, 933, 806, 286, 812, 420, 696, 976, 396]. body-fixed [9]. boids [121].
Boltzmann [140]. Book [102, 920]. books
[432]. boosting [291]. boundaries [58].
Boundary [651, 964]. boundary-aware
[964]. Boundary-dominant [651].
bounded [658, 540]. bounding [484, 701],
box [850]. braid [952]. braided [952].
brain [821, 823]. branches [292]. breast
[255, 168]. Bringing [119]. brittle
[515, 870, 386, 463]. browser [885]. brush
[469]. brush-pressure [469].
Brush2Model [766]. brushes [242, 766].
Brushwork [913]. bubble [652, 808].
bubbles [483]. buckling [253]. budget
[906]. Building [968, 971, 867, 625, 173].
buidup [459]. Bulging [581].
Bulging-free [581]. Burdea [102].

C [102]. CAD [688]. cage [624, 455]. cages
[593]. calibrating [173]. Call [218, 561].
calligraphic [469]. camera [723, 532, 309, 378, 695, 925, 324, 854, 396, 400]. cantilever
[292]. canvas [676]. canvases [325].
captured [445, 459, 901]. Capturing [9].
car [733]. cardiovascular [575].
Caricature [181]. cartoon [92, 232, 335].
Detail-aware [457].
Detail-feature-preserving [474].
detection- [756]. Determining [733].
development [540]. Development [290, 327, 34, 770]. devices [367, 770, 397].
differ [186, 401, 523]. digital [942, 676, 409].
dimension [64, 811]. dimensional [249, 202, 540, 123]. direct [412].
Directable [225]. directed [309].
Directing [787]. direction [927]. directly [565]. Disassembling [826]. disclosure [361, 748].
discourse [4, 34]. discrete [920]. disk [917].
disocclusion [849]. display [961, 397, 110, 766, 173]. display-based [766]. displays [57, 873].
dissection [693]. dissipation [621]. dissolution [796].
distribution [469, 468, 313, 215].
Divergence [251, 962].
Divergence-constrained [251].
divergence-free [962]. diviseme [51].
divisor [517]. DKD [699]. dolls [35].
domain [478]. dominant [651]. Draft [531].
Draft-space [531]. Dramaturgical [633].
drawing [846, 524]. drawings [335]. drawn [425].
drivers [733]. drop [464]. Dual [180, 555, 478, 581].
Dual-domain [478]. Dual-space [555].
DualSPhysics [871].
edge-guided [520]. Editing [28, 869, 19, 986, 556, 563, 177, 534, 123, 294].
Editors [175]. edu [102]. education [970]. effect [951, 813]. Effective [638, 624].
Effort [118]. eGaLab [64]. EigenFires [516]. elastic [513, 225, 534, 370, 678].
estic [628]. electrical [37].
electrodermal [906]. element [823, 22, 591]. elicit [361]. Elva [63].
Embedding [908, 509, 664]. embodied [547, 907, 126, 467, 307, 949, 4, 216, 63, 499, 284].
embodiment [906]. embroidery [736]. emergent [979]. EMG [280].
EMG-data [280]. EmoDescriptor [985].
emotion [869, 2, 313, 696, 389, 979].
emotions [547, 337]. empirically [284].
Endovascular

friendly [405]. full [558, 420]. full-body [420]. Functionally [56]. functions [517].

fundamental [839]. Furstyling [285]. fusion [902, 8, 840, 783, 965, 903, 967].


gait [502, 747]. gallery [63]. Game [109, 830, 831, 467, 951, 399, 733, 366, 687]. Game-ready [830, 831]. gameplay [536].

Games [968, 422, 588, 786, 541, 940].
gaming [797, 317]. Garment [637, 759].
gaseous [85]. Gaussian [579]. gaze [805, 276, 814, 762].
GCN [916]. gender [951].

Generation [233, 310, 897, 948, 454, 100, 167, 907, 684].

152, 969, 183, 408, 301, 414, 528, 588, 13, 983, 128, 631, 624, 567, 130, 763, 667, 665, 81].
generative [842]. generator [389].

genus [143]. genus- [143]. geodesic [245].
geometric [881, 291, 201, 15, 278, 623].

global/local [340]. glossy [48]. gloves [150]. GPU [405, 641, 384, 512, 265, 689], 403, 266, 210, 823, 377, 68, 22, 14, 688].


Graph-cut [712]. Graphics [218, 926, 885].
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[267, 928, 930, 609, 252]. grids [58].
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[805, 741, 820, 566, 810]. group-based [805].
groups [897, 509, 236]. growth [451, 24].

Guest [317, 162, 175]. Guidance [646, 658].
guide [54, 63]. guided [472, 270, 520, 302, 221]. guidewires [402].

Hair [148, 779, 210, 952, 830, 831, 687, 923].


hand-held [369]. hand-object [910].

Hand-painted [242]. handheld [532].

handler [851]. Handling
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held [369]. herd [838]. herds [880].
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[872, 582, 590, 463, 94, 417, 867]. hierarchies [701]. hierarchy [484, 116].
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hugging [949]. Human

[980, 271, 549, 847, 203, 414, 576, 976, 42, 579, 482, 9, 202, 672, 529, 949, 27, 423, 820, 671,

127, 556, 745, 748, 576, 927, 147, 82, 806, 234,
[971, 713], like [67, 611]. limb [797]. Limbless [795]. limited [976]. line
[199, 223, 13]. line-based [223]. linear
[739, 708, 86, 197, 462, 514]. liquids [18]. listening [261, 987]. Literature
[878, 970]. Live [532]. LMA [118]. LMA-Effort [118]. Local
[777, 391]. location [468]. locomotion
[325, 495, 150, 199, 421, 13, 702]. locomotive [703]. locomotor [780]. logic
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[249, 202, 844, 906, 298, 925, 851, 123, 967]. low-budget [906]. low-cost [925].
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[851]. low-light [844, 967]. luminance [520].
macaque [821]. machine [422, 327].
machining [327]. Macroscopic [592].
magnetic [546]. maintenance [807, 369].
making [467, 526, 254, 306]. management
[208, 222, 104, 413]. Managing [236].
maneuvering [741]. manifold [879].
manipulation
[709, 837, 850, 640, 282, 858, 345].
manipulative [244]. mannequins [112].
map [165, 925, 852]. Mapping
[62, 844, 85, 891]. maps
[167, 371, 417, 854, 259]. marionette [629].
marker [485, 420, 816]. markerless [41].
markers [398]. Markov [697]. markup
[288]. massive [818]. master [913].
matching [406, 969, 403, 300, 94, 246, 245].
matter [138, 182]. materials
[732, 678, 331]. MAVE [754]. Maze [754].
Maze-based [754]. me [307, 905]. mean
perceptions [813], perceptive [32].
Perceptual [291, 671, 814, 689, 360, 727].
Perceptually [466, 340, 301]. Performance
Performance-driven [274, 425, 3].
performance-sensitive [797].
performances [696, 539]. peripheral [911].
Person [604, 978, 900]. personalities [805].
personality [137, 33, 2, 585, 733, 632].
personality-characterized [632].
personalized [83, 632, 395]. Perspective
[241, 786, 727, 259]. Perspective-aware
phase [462]. phenomena [791]. Philippe
[102]. photo [664]. photograph [637].
photon [85]. Photorealistic [460, 417, 47].

PhyCoVIS [936]. Physical
[706, 908, 936, 119, 750, 597, 458, 928, 23, 591].
Physical-based [706]. Physically [98, 521, 179, 473, 24, 613, 763, 141, 472, 252, 345].
Physically-based [24, 613]. physics
[548, 691, 325]. physics-based [548].

Physiological [271, 834, 911].
Physiologically [256]. physiology [82].
piano [539]. picture [132]. piecewise [918].
PIK [202]. pilot [925]. pipeline [983].
pipelines [552]. Pipelining [704]. Pleying
[554]. planar [43]. planners [379].
planning-based [872]. plant [24]. plants
[776]. plastic [255]. platform
[126, 797, 364, 413]. plausible [466]. play
[554]. player [813]. players [733]. plume
[749]. Point [919, 98, 225, 232, 20].
point-constraints [225]. point-sampled
[98, 20]. Points [686, 976]. Points-based
[686]. Poisson [512]. polarized [938].
policies [657]. polite [527]. Politeness
[492]. polycube [97]. polycube-based [97].
polygonal [351, 614, 583, 339]. polynomial
[918]. Pompeii [55]. Populating
[768, 589, 237]. Porous [518, 732]. portals
[105]. Pose
[430, 291, 177, 378, 812, 958, 860].
pose-editing [177]. poses [653]. posing
[686, 892]. Position
[675, 479, 791, 644, 723, 534, 640, 929].
Position-based [675, 479, 791, 640, 929].
positiona [848]. positioning [759].
possible [777, 131]. postproduction [878].
postural [987]. posture [980, 27, 219, 815].
postures [26, 27]. potential [15]. power
[832]. powered [873]. Practical [403, 463].
precise [837]. Precomputing [190].
predator [828]. Predictable [691].
Predicting [870, 398, 662]. prediction
[871, 916]. Predictive [721, 145].
preference [468]. prefetching [146].
preparation [603]. presence
[106, 369, 750, 754]. preservation
[629, 486, 590]. preserved [47]. preserving
[59, 788, 456, 474]. Pressure [295, 469].
prey [828]. primitives [122, 625]. principal
[719]. priority [962]. proactive [850].
probabilistic [249, 33, 477, 553].
Procedural [495, 517, 153, 260, 952].
procedure [497]. process [823, 913].
processes [764, 579]. professionals [943].
profiles [127]. programming [33, 81].
Progressive [96, 705, 200, 713, 875].
project [72]. projection [76, 707].
propagation [938, 638].
propagation-based [938]. property [865].
prosodic [79]. Provision [369]. proximity
Pseudo-dynamics [292]. Psychological
[84, 511]. public [215]. pulmonary [38].
puncture [221]. puppetry [770].

quadrangulation [275]. quality [165, 205].
quantitative [439]. Quartz [191]. quasi
[166]. quasi-tangible [166]. quaternion
[581].

race [456]. racer [456]. racing [733]. radio
[54]. radio-frequency [54]. raindrops
Scale \[945, 854, 688, 110, 574, 245\].
Scale-aware \[854\]. scanning \[396\]. scans \[742, 293, 168, 395\].
scheduling \[646\]. scheme \[406, 222\].
scenario \[528, 588\]. scenarios \[263\]. scene \[206, 858, 919\]. scenes \[960, 155, 408, 558, 55, 95, 699, 429, 867, 574\].
scissors \[423\]. scissor \[819\]. scratches \[692\]. screen \[790, 708, 158, 76\].
screen-space \[708\]. Screw \[862\].
sculpting \[56\]. SDF \[660\]. Search \[443\].
searching \[712\].
Sem segmentation \[725, 879, 956, 901, 530, 577, 712, 715, 964, 965, 919, 862\].
Segmentation-based \[725\].
selected \[691\]. selection \[700\]. selective \[415\]. self \[361, 748, 757, 643\]. self-adaptive \[643\].
self-disclosure \[361, 748\]. semantic \[572, 589, 533, 904, 964, 966, 965, 919\].
semantics \[903\]. semi \[621, 698, 769, 891\].
semi-automatic \[698\]. semi-dense \[891\].
semi-Immersive \[769\]. semi-Lagrangian \[621\].
sensing \[150\]. sensitive \[797, 376\].
sensor \[571\]. sensorial \[32\]. sensors \[9, 160, 980, 549, 806, 546, 570\].
sequences \[602, 875\].
shape \[836, 47, 238, 345, 622, 406, 405, 59, 887, 90, 870, 149, 403, 227, 341, 300, 246, 282, 595, 920, 294, 590\].
Shape-constrained \[836, 238, 887\]. shape-controllable \[595\].
shape-preserving \[59\]. shapes \[412\].
shared \[367, 503, 804\]. Sharp \[945\]. Shear \[101, 253, 864\].
Shear-rotation-warp \[101\].
shell \[183, 278, 285, 518, 649\]. short \[776\].
shot \[954, 900\]. sickness \[911\]. sign \[397, 288\]. signals \[4\]. Silhouette \[76, 277\].
Silhouette-based \[76\]. similarity \[229, 714\]. Simple \[351\]. simplification \[117, 308\]. simplified \[935\]. simulate \[163, 864\]. simulated \[987\]. Simulating \[276, 743, 543, 509, 510, 880, 82, 330\].
simulation \[440\]. Simulation-as-a-Service \[984\]. Simulations \[945, 67, 751, 191, 254, 306\]. simulator \[118, 586, 255, 403, 733, 911\]. simulators \[268\]. Simultaneous \[628, 844, 891\]. Single \[475, 952, 573, 614, 695, 519, 920\].
single-depth \[614\]. single-layer \[573\].
Single-view \[952\]. singularity \[420\].
singularity-free \[420\]. site \[55\]. situ \[327\].
Situation \[342\]. size \[31, 158\]. sized \[57\].
Skeletal \[848, 82\]. skeleton \[593, 902, 752, 315, 129, 957\].
skeleton-based \[902, 752\].
skeleton-driven \[593\]. skeletonization \[377\]. skeletons \[638\]. Sketch \[887, 842, 922, 356, 654, 576\]. Sketch-based \[887, 842, 922, 654\]. Sketch2VF \[842\].
sketching \[275\]. Skill \[630\]. skin \[36, 280, 430, 149, 519, 865, 130, 297, 248\].
skinning \[725, 581, 296, 134, 200, 377, 865, 129, 196\].
Sky \[756, 206\]. SLAM \[966\]. sliding \[297\].
small \[897, 509, 830, 831\]. smoke \[92, 385, 89, 668, 289, 749, 595, 198\].
Smooth \[339\]. smoothed \[513, 515, 885, 623, 543, 615, 930, 962, 567\].
smoothed-particle \[615, 567\]. smoothing \[756\]. smoothing-based \[756\].
smoothness \[469\]. Snap \[254\]. snow \[649\].
snowing \[652\]. Social \[748, 698, 768, 467, 586, 678, 688, 110, 574, 245\].
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